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Hon Simon O'Brien
Chair

Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs

Legislative Council Committee Office
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I8 -32 Parliament Place
West Perth
WA6000

Dearsimon,

,

R^ - Panion N. . 35 - Matro Control tornt daml. pin^nt A^^^^^mom Pan^I ,!, 1111^!^.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission in support of the above petition. The
two principal petitioners are part of a local community group, Striker Balance! who oppose
the size and design of the development on the site of 94 Kitchener Road, A1fred Cove

They would welcome the chance to make a short presentation to the Committee to assist the
Committee determine whether or not to proceed to a fullinquiry and I would support their
request.

I have advised the group that my understanding of the Committee's role is that it is less likely
to investigate an individual development proposal and far more likely to give consideration to
inquiring into any systemic process issues or legislative inadequacies that the case study of
the proposed development at 94 Kitchener Road might reveal. The local residents are
horrified and opposed to the building of an 84 apartment block, effectiveIy 4 stories high in a
residential R40 -zoned side street. They were more horrified and shocked though by the

process which saw both their local government authority, the City of Me Iville and the relevant
Joint Development Assessment Panel(JDAP) refuse approval forthe size and design of the
proposed development after hearing from the residents only to have the developer appeal
that to the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) where residents could not be heard as the
legislation deems them riot to be an interested party.
Residents are also concerned that the legislation grants discretion through the relevant local

government authority and the Community Planning Scheme (Scheme) and the JDAP
provisions to be exercised and that in this case, and potentially others, the discretion has
been exercised in such a way as to override the basic principles of good design and Scheme
objectives.

These two 'process'issues warrant further inquiry by the Committee in my view.
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Thank you again for the opportunity to provide a submission to assist the Committee in its
preliminary investigations.
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